Recent developments in airborne magnetic detection systems have made it possible to detect small ferro-metallic objects. However, airborne magnetic data can be really large and, therefore, there is an increasing need for a fully automatic interpretation technique that could be used to make decisions regarding the nature of the sources in the field in real time. The massively parallel processing advantage of artificial neural networks makes them suitable for hardware implementations; therefore, using these networks in conjunction with a magnetic system has the potential to greatly speed up the detection of ferro-metallic objects. In this paper, we have developed a new method for detection and characterization of unexploded ordnance (UXO) using a Hopfield neural network as applied to airborne magnetic data. The Hopfield network is used to optimize the magnetic moment of a dipole source representing the magnetic object at regular locations. For each location, the Hopfield network reaches its stable energy state. The location of the object corresponds to the location yielding the minimum Hopfield energy. Output results include position in two dimensions (horizontal location and depth), magnetic moment, and effective inclination. Theoretical and actual field examples show that the Hopfield network is accurate and objective tool for the detection of UXO. Moreover, because the Hopfield neural network is a natural analog-to-digital converter, it is ideally suited for incorporation into airborne magnetic instrumentation systems.
Introduction
Magnetic detection is one of the standard geophysical methods of environmental investigations used in locating unexploded ordnance (UXO). Measurements of the perturbations in the direction and͞or strength of the earth's magnetic field are used to locate underground ferro-magnetic objects using ground-based techniques, which have proven successful for the detection of UXO. However, the ground-based techniques generally have significantly higher acquisition costs, are extremely time-consuming, and may present risks to personnel, equipment, and potentially the environment. Significant cost savings could be achieved if it is demonstrated that the airborne magnetic method can serve as an appropriate substitute for some of the ground-deployed techniques or even a part of the area that may be deemed the most dangerous.
Since 1994, attempts have been made to utilize the airborne magnetic technique for the detection of buried UXO. The first trial of helicopter magnetics was at the Jefferson Proving Ground and sponsored by the US Army Environmental Center and the Naval Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technology Division [1] . Sensors were mounted on stable and aerodynamic sonds or ''birds'' that were towed 30 m below the helicopter itself. Subsequent attempts employed the magnetic gradient sensors to increase the sensitivity [2] . While generally unsuccessful, these attempts served to demonstrate the nature of technology limitations, especially due to altitude, which was the most limiting factor at that time.
Recent attempts [3] and [4] were focused on developing boommounted magnetometer systems. Fiberglass and carbon fiber booms were mounted to a helicopter's hard-points, with sensors positioned inside the booms. Survey altitudes routinely dropped to 2-3 m, and the line spacing was reduced to 3 m. In addition, this enabled accurate positioning and employed most of the necessary corrections in real time. These developments, combined with the higher speed of data acquisition technologies, have made it possible to detect much smaller objects than could be detected with conventional towed systems.
One of the drawbacks of these developments is the volume of the acquired data. The capability of analyzing and interpreting the large volume of data has not kept pace with the advances in data gathering, storage, and the processing speed. Therefore, there is an increasing need for automatic interpretation techniques that can make rapid decisions in the field during flight operation. One such technique may be found in the emerging field of artificial neural networks. In this paper, we have developed a new method for detection and characterization of UXO using a Hopfield neural network as applied to these very low altitude airborne magnetic data. The Hopfield
